
 

What do you need to do now?

 

KiwiSaver



  

 

 

Most people living in New Zealand are familiar with the risk of natural disasters, like

a major earthquake. We prepare for this risk by making plans with family, stocking up

on water, canned food, and first aid kits.

 

A recession could be considered as similar to a natural disaster – but rather an

economic one. So how can you prepare your investment portfolio for one? Is there an

investing equivalent to stocking up on water and canned food? And with the chatter

of a recession in 2020, should we keep our money on the side-lines until the threat

subsides?

 

 

What’s a recession?
 

 

Reference: 

2020 Recession? How to prepare your investment portfolio

https://moneykingnz.com/2020-recession-how-to-prepare-your-investment-portfolio/


 

 

A recession is similar to an earthquake – we don’t know when one will hit, and when

one does, we don’t know what the severity and impact will be. But there are certain

things we can do to prepare, such as stocking up on emergency supplies, and securing

shelves and furniture.

 

However, all this preparation only helps us cope better when an earthquake hits, and

it doesn’t make us totally earthquake proof. There is a limit to what we can do to

prepare for an earthquake. For example, those living in earthquake prone areas

cannot live their whole lives braced under a table just in case a big one hits – and even

that would not be a 100% guarantee of your safety.

 

This is the same for your investment portfolio. There are strategies investors should

always have in place (whether you’re expecting a recession or not), to help you cope

better through a recession. But there is a limit to what you can do. There is nothing

you can do to 100% eliminate risk and make your portfolio entirely recession proof.

 

Preparing for a recession

Reference: 

2020 Recession? How to prepare your investment portfolio

https://moneykingnz.com/2020-recession-how-to-prepare-your-investment-portfolio/


 

 

Firstly, make sure you’re here for the right reasons. Investing is not a get rich quick

scheme. It is a marathon, not a sprint. 

 

Secondly, don’t be greedy. Don’t chase last years’ winners or invest in something just

because it had great returns in the past. Just because a fund or company performed

well last year, it doesn’t mean it will continue to do so in the future. 

 

The below chart shows that one year’s best performing asset class is never the best

performer the following year:

 

Investing Mindset

Source: Mercer

Refer to the attached interactive Mercer Periodic Table. Click on an index in the legend

from the attachment, to view its trend through the decade.

https://www.mercer.co.nz/content/dam/mercer/attachments/asia-pacific/australia/our-thinking/Mercer_Periodic_Table_Interactive.pdf
https://www.mercer.co.nz/our-thinking/wealth-and-investments/annual-investment-returns.html.html
https://www.mercer.co.nz/content/dam/mercer/attachments/asia-pacific/australia/our-thinking/Mercer_Periodic_Table_Interactive.pdf


 

 

Why is having the right mindset important? 

 

It is about setting expectations that there are no shortcuts to getting rich, and that

investing is often a long and boring journey with lots of ups and downs. For

excitement and the chance to get rich quick, consider a trip to the casino. 

 

Having the right investing mindset in the first place will help you get through once a

recession hits.

 

Investing Mindset

Reference: 

2020 Recession? How to prepare your investment portfolio

https://moneykingnz.com/2020-recession-how-to-prepare-your-investment-portfolio/


Putting aside an emergency fund in a place you can easily access

(like in a bank savings account) is a must. 

 

The purpose of this fund is to have the means to cover a job loss

or other unexpected emergency, without having to disturb your

long-term investments or take on debt. 

 

How much money your emergency fund should contain depends

on your personal need.

 

Have an Emergency Fund

During a recession you log in to see your investment portfolio,

and all you can see are negative signs and the value of your

investments slashed. 

 

Stories of economic gloom and falling KiwiSaver balances

dominate the news. It’s a horrible feeling! 

 

What should you do?

 

During a Recession

Reference: 

2020 Recession? How to prepare your investment portfolio

https://moneykingnz.com/2020-recession-how-to-prepare-your-investment-portfolio/


 

 

During a recession, fear dominates the investor community. To overcome this fear,

“Harden up!” 

 

                           This might include:

 

Investing Mindset During a Recession

Reference: 

2020 Recession? How to prepare your investment portfolio

https://moneykingnz.com/2020-recession-how-to-prepare-your-investment-portfolio/


All of this is easier said than done. 

 

But if you planned correctly and have the right mindset, you will come out of it ok. As

a runner, I pushed through a lot of pain while training and ultimately became a better

runner. 

 

The same goes for investing – “Harden up!” and the downs of the market you go

through will make you a smarter and more resilient investor.

 

Investing Mindset During a Recession

Reference: 

2020 Recession? How to prepare your investment portfolio

https://moneykingnz.com/2020-recession-how-to-prepare-your-investment-portfolio/


During market downturns, many investors consider selling their investments to

protect themselves from further losses.

 

Related to my above point about mindset, don’t panic, and don’t sell! You haven’t lost

any money unless you sell, and you should be able to ride out the volatility if you

have the right emergency fund and asset allocation.

 

To illustrate this, using Kernel’s investment calculator (found here), let’s say you

invested $10,000 into the NZ Top 20 in January 2008. After one year in December

2008, the Global Financial Crisis has struck and your investment would have fallen to

just $6,724! If you sold at that point, you would have made a loss of $3,276. Now let’s

say you hold on to your investment for another 9 years. At December 2017, your

investment would be worth $22,915 – a $12,915 gain.

 

 

Hold on Tight

 

The decline is temporary, 

the advance is permanent
Reference: 

2020 Recession? How to prepare your investment portfolio

https://kernelwealth.co.nz/auto-invest/
https://moneykingnz.com/2020-recession-how-to-prepare-your-investment-portfolio/


 

 

The fact that your investment was only worth $6,724 at one point doesn’t matter. It’s

the end goal that matters, and the volatility that happens in between is just a

temporary distraction to your goal.

 

Hold on Tight

Declines in the market are just temporary

Reference: 

2020 Recession? How to prepare your investment portfolio

https://moneykingnz.com/2020-recession-how-to-prepare-your-investment-portfolio/


Market downturns provide a golden opportunity. They are the investing world’s

equivalent of Boxing Day sales. 

 

Recessions might not be as inviting as buying sneakers on sale though, as the markets

are falling almost every day, and there is fear of it dropping even further. It may seem

like the world is going to end! But remember not to time the market!

 

You can buy your favourite shares and funds at some fantastic discounts, with the

average recession resulting in a ~32% drop from peak to trough. And best of all, you’ll

make some awesome gains as the markets recover. Now is the time to be a little

greedy and keep on investing.

 

Buy on Sale

Reference: 

2020 Recession? How to prepare your investment portfolio

https://moneykingnz.com/2020-recession-how-to-prepare-your-investment-portfolio/


However, in the same way it’s impossible to make everything 100% earthquake

proof, there is no way to make your portfolio entirely recession proof. 

 

There’s a limit to we can do, given we don’t know when one will hit, and what the

exact impact will be. So just prepare what you can, and don’t be afraid to get on with

everyday life.

 

Buy on Sale

Reference: 

2020 Recession? How to prepare your investment portfolio

https://moneykingnz.com/2020-recession-how-to-prepare-your-investment-portfolio/


Since our last markets update the Coronavirus has spread into Continental Europe

and North America. In a bid to limit the spread, Governments around the globe have

placed unprecedented restrictions on the movement of their citizens. These

restrictions will come at a cost. At best economic growth will be subdued, in all

likelihood some economies will experience recessions as a result of these

restrictions. In the midst of this turmoil, Saudi Arabia took the opportunity to launch

an oil price war against Russia, which has seen oil prices decline by a third.  

 

Pleasingly, we have already seen a response from central banks around the world as

they seek to provide monetary stimulus and stabilise markets.  

 

The reaction to these developments has been a meaningful market correction. As we

gyrate between Coronavirus related fears and the hope that intervention by

governments and central banks will stimulate economic growth, it seems likely that

the large swings we have seen will continue in the near term.  

 

As active investment managers, we have been monitoring markets very closely,

seeking to reduce investment exposures that represent elevated risk while

selectively adding high-quality assets that have become available at attractive prices.

 

Prior to February, we had positioned the funds with higher levels of cash than normal

as markets had risen to all-time highs and we expected some form of pullback. Whilst

we could never have predicted a coronavirus pandemic, it has arrived and been the

trigger for a selloff. The additional cash has allowed us to soften the blow somewhat.



It is important to remember that share market corrections are not new. One of the

founding principles of modern finance is that in the long term, investors should

expect higher returns from share market investments than bank deposits, but in

return, they have to accept a bumpier ride.

 

While the shocking headlines may make it tempting to shift to a fund with less

growth assets we think this strategy is risky. Predicting market movements is tricky

at the best of times. The large swings in market sentiment driven by news of

restrictions and measures to prop up the economy make timing a switch even more

challenging.

It is also worth bringing to mind a famous

quote from legendary investor Warren

Buffett: 

 

“In the 20th century, the United States endured

two world wars and other traumatic and

expensive military conflicts; the Depression; a

dozen or so recessions and financial panics; oil

shocks; a flu epidemic; and the resignation of a

disgraced president. Yet the Dow rose from 66 to

11,497.”

 

A Wall Street proverb worth

remembering is that 

 

“A bell does not ring at the

bottom of the market.”



 

The most important thing is safety and wellbeing

 

Generate continues to monitor Government and World Health Organisation

guidelines. We have implemented several measures in order to increase the safety

and wellbeing of our people, our customers, and our communities.

 

We have already implemented new working arrangements which means business

critical teams will be split, and other teams will alternate working from home and our

offices.

 

In addition, as a precautionary measure, we are restricting visitors to our offices and

are only holding in person meetings where necessary i.e. when clients are unable to

use phone or videoconferencing. Where possible, we are scheduling meetings by

videoconference or phone to maintain social distancing.

 

All of these measures are taken with the aim of protecting everyone’s wellbeing

while continuing to deliver the highest level of service to our clients and customers.

 

We appreciate your patience at this unprecedented time

Reference: 

FAQ’s on the impact of COVID-19

FAQ’s on the impact of COVID-19

https://www.generatewealth.co.nz/blog/post/faqs-impact-covid-19


 

Business continuity and service to you during COVID-19

 

Generate and our key service partners (Supervisor, Custodian and Administrator)

have robust business continuity plans in place. In preparation for COVID-19 we

have undertaken extensive testing with many staff already working from home.

 

How to stay in touch:

 

There is no change to our normal channels for communications.

 

 

Email us at: info@generatekiwisaver.co.nz

Phone us on: 0800 855 322

Reference: 

FAQ’s on the impact of COVID-19

READ MORE

FAQ’s on the impact of COVID-19

https://www.generatewealth.co.nz/blog/post/faqs-impact-covid-19
https://www.generatewealth.co.nz/blog/post/market-update-coronavirus


I have not seen my KiwiSaver balance drop in value like this before, what is

happening?

 

As you know your KiwiSaver is an investment that can go up and down in

value, it is not a bank account. You will own a range of investments in your

KiwiSaver account that will include low risk ‘income’ assets like cash and fixed

interest and higher risk ‘growth’ assets like property, infrastructure and

equities. It is normal that the value of these assets goes up and down.

 

The Coronavirus has caused nearly all economies in the world to slow down

abruptly as we all try to stop the spread of the virus. This has caused the value

of most growth assets to go down in price to reflect this slowdown.

Should I be worried about these moves?

 

Material falls in the market can be worrying but they are a normal part of

investing. However, at times like these it’s important to go back to underlying

principles and to especially focus on investing for the long term. That’s not a few

months or even a few years. It’s longer, most people will not take out their

investment until they are over the age of 65. It is important to keep in mind that

volatility is the price we pay for long term outperformance by equities.

Reference: 

FAQ’s on the impact of COVID-19

FAQ’s on the impact of COVID-19

https://www.generatewealth.co.nz/blog/post/faqs-impact-covid-19


Should I be thinking of switching to a conservative fund?

 

Conservative funds do have lower volatility than growth funds. This means that

they will not go down as much in times of distress but also that they will not go

up as much when markets are strong. However, historically growth funds have

delivered higher returns than conservative funds and we certainly expect that

to be the case in the long term.

 

There is a real risk that a shift to a conservative fund occurs after the market has

already dropped and investors do not move back to a growth fund before the

market recovers. In doing this investors will lock-in the larger drop in value from

a growth fund and have a reduced recovery by being in a conservative fund. It is

important to remember your fund type should reflect your goals and investment

timeframes.

 

If your goals or timeframes remain the same, you shouldn’t need to do

anything.If you would like to switch your fund than you can do this by logging

into your online account and using the ‘Adjust Fund’ button under the ‘My

investments’ page.

How long will this market volatility last?

 

Unfortunately, no one knows how long the Coronavirus pandemic will last or

how long it will take for the economy to recover. In the meantime, you can be

assured that our collective experience and investment in the funds alongside

you places us well to navigate this turbulence on your behalf.

 

If you need more information please email us at info@generatekiwisaver.co.nz

or call us on 0800 855 322.

Reference: 

FAQ’s on the impact of COVID-19

FAQ’s on the impact of COVID-19

https://www.generatewealth.co.nz/blog/post/faqs-impact-covid-19


 

Global markets have been severely buffeted by the impact of COVID-19 and

potential second round effects of the virus response. The Select Wealth Investment

Management Governance Committee is continually monitoring the appropriateness

of model portfolio asset weights and composition.

 

The Selected Conservative and Selected Balanced portfolios have been more

defensively structured than peers for an extended period. The current asset

allocation continues to be an effective deployment for market conditions. As for the

Selected Growth and Selected High Growth portfolios, they are more exposed to

equity weakness and extreme movements resulting in these portfolios moving

further from target weights. To the extent that an overreaction occurs Select Wealth

will use this as a circumstance to rebalance when deemed opportune.

 

We habitually take a proactive stance to the actual assets used within each asset

class – to express any investment view we may currently have or any bias we believe

is appropriate. This may be expressed in the investment style of the manager, or in

the case of a fixed interest manager – the intended duration exposure of the fund.

 

There is considerable experience within the Select Wealth Investment Management

Governance Committee, their view is that given the significant readjustment that we

have seen in global equity markets and the widely expected impulse from extensive

fiscal and monetary policy stimulus – that over the medium term equity markets at

current levels offer material upside potential.

 

We continue to support the investment management framework we employ to

deliver long-term investment returns.



Markets have dropped considerably over the past week. The NZX50 closed down

almost 5% on Thursday. 

 

Some KiwiSaver managers in particular have reported sharp increases in calls from

worried investors – and active managers have taken the opportunity to promote

their hands-on approach to management as a way of reducing investor losses. 

 

Anderson said people were conflating the current market drop with the GFC, which

was an incorrect comparison to make. 

 

This time, markets were running efficiently and handling the downturn well, he

said. “This is pricing in of the risk, nothing to do with market structure. This is a very

different event.”



A recession is not dissimilar to a natural disaster like an earthquake. There are

certain things you can do to prepare to help you cope better when one hits.

 

In summary, all investors (whether you think a recession is imminent or not) should

have the following:

 

Conclusion

Reference: 

2020 Recession? How to prepare your investment portfolio

https://moneykingnz.com/2020-recession-how-to-prepare-your-investment-portfolio/

